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There also are two transition points around 490 and 820 K
Bi12xLaxSrMn2O6 and BiSr12xCaxMn2O6 are prepared by solid in the plot of 1/XM–T. Therefore, it is considered that

state reaction. They are n-type semiconductors with ferromag- there are some relations between the change of electric
netism at room temperture. When Bi is substituted partly by property and magnetic properties, and the reason is ex-
rare earth, a negative magnetoresistance effect is observed in plained here. The effect of substituting Ca for Sr and substi-
the pellet of Bi12xLaxSrMn2O6 . There are semiconductor–metal tuting La for Bi is also investigated.
transitions at 820 K in BiSrMn2O6 . The transitions are attrib-
uted to the magnetic transition at high temperature. The substi-

EXPERIMENTALtution of Ca for Sr makes the transition temperature increase.
However, when Bi is partly substituted by La, the solid solution

Samples were synthesized by a solid state reaction tech-does not change into metal.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
nique. Analytical reagents SrCO3 , CaCO3 , Bi2O3 , Mn2O3 ,
and 99.99% La2O3 were used as starting materials. The
starting materials in stoichiometric proportion were mixed,INTRODUCTION
ground, and sintered at 8008C for 24 hr. The resulting

Some oxides of manganese such as LaSr3Mn2O8 and powders were reground, pressed, and sintered at 8508C for
LaSrMnO4 are ferromagnetic when the valence of Mn is 24 h and cooled to room temperature in the furnace.
between 13 and 14 (1, 2). They are also semiconductors. Resistivity was measured by a standard four-probe
The electric and magnetic properties of these manganates method on pressed, sintered pellets in the temperature
have been investigated extensively (3–7). Mn–O nets play range 300–1100 K.
a key role in charge transport. The itinerant electron ferro- A Shimadzu MB-II magnetic balance was used to mea-
magnetism of these compounds is also attributed to Mn–O sure susceptibility in the temperature range 300–1100 K.
nets. Mn41–O–Mn31 exchange coupling makes the com- Powder X-ray diffraction was carried on a Rigaku
pound become ferromagnetic. Recently, a very big magne- C/max-IIB X-ray diffractometer. A standard silicon pow-
toresistance effect was observed in some manganate files der sample was used to calibrate the experimental data.
such as La12xBaxMnOz and La12xBaxMnOz (8–13). They The valence of Mn was determinated by chemical analy-
are perovskite-type structure with ferromagnetic ordering sis (14).
in the a–b planes. The ferromagnetically ordered Mn–O TGA and DTA were carried out in a Rigaku Thermoflex
layers of the a–b planes are separated by a nonmagnetic thermal analysis system in air. The heating rate was
La–O layer. This case is similar to that of metallic multilay- 108C/min.
ers with a giant magnetoresistance effect. Therefore, it is
interesting to investigate the magnetoresistance of manga- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
nate. A thousandfold resistivity change of these materials
in magnetic field has been found. They are useful in many BiSr12xCaxMn2O6 are tetragonal. The unit cell parame-

ters of these compounds are shown in Fig. 1. The unit cellareas. In this paper, we report a new material, Bi12xLaxSr
Mn2O6 , with a negative magnetoresistance in bulk. parameters of BiSr12xCaxMn2O6 decrease as the contents

of Ca increase. The radius of Ca21 (0.100 nm) is smallerWe once investigated the electric properties of BiSr
Mn2O6 (14). Semiconductor–metal transition was ob- than that of Sr21 (0.118 nm) (15). Therefore, the unit cell

parameters of BiSr12xCaxMn2O6 decrease when Sr is sub-served around 820 K in the compound, and there is a
change of activation energy around 490 K. However, what stituted by Ca. Impurity phases appear for x . 0.75. We

can not synthesize BiCaMn2O6 . This may be the reasoncauses this change is not given in that paper. Now, we
investigate the magnetic properties of this compound. that the radius of Ca (0.100 m) is too small for the structure.
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FIG. 1. Unit cell parameters versus x for (*) BiSr12xCaxMn2O6 and FIG. 2. Inverse susceptibility–temperature plot for BiSrMn2O6 .
(d) Bi12xLaxSrMn2O6 .

above 490 K, with u 5 280 K between 490 and 820 K. There
When Ca21 ion concentration increases, the stability of the is another transition at 820 K. u is about 70 K for the
structure is lowered and it becomes unstable at x 5 0.75. compound above 820 K.

Bi can also be substituted by La for x # 0.6 in The electronic configuration of Mn41 is t 3
2ge0

g . However,
Bi12xLaxSrMn2O6 . The solid solution is still tetragonal. there are two types of electronic configuration of Mn31. It
Its c axis scarcely changes. However, the a value decreases is t 3

2ge1
g at high-spin state and t4

2ge0
g at low-spin. The effective

when Bi is substituted by La. The ionic radius of Bi31

magneton number is (17)
(0.103 nm) is nearly equal to that of La31 (0.1032 nm)
(15). Nevertheless, the size of Bi31 depends on the degree

eeff 5 2[S(S 1 1)]1/2.of the 6s 2 lone-pair character. When Bi31 is forced into
high symmetry, the size of Bi31 is smaller than that of
La31, but when lone-pair character is dominant, the If Mn31 is at low-spin state, S is 1 and the calculated eeff

is 2.83eB . If Mn31 is at high-spin state, S is 2 and theBi31 compound is distorted and the volume of the Bi31

compound may be larger than that of the La31 compound. calculated eeff is 4.90eB . The experimental eeff is 4.9eB

(17). The eeff is 3.87eB for Mn in BiSrMn2O6.02 . For BiSrFor example, the volume of LaTaO3 is smaller than that
of BiTaO3 , where the long-pair character of Bi31 is Mn2O6.02 , the oxidation state of Mn is 3.52eB . The formal

ratio of Mn31/Mn41 is approximately 1 : 1. If all of the Mn31dominant (16). The long-pair character of Bi31 also makes
the structure distort from monoclinic LaTaO3 to triclinic is at high-spin state, eeff should be about 4.4eB . If all of

the Mn31 is at low-spin state, eeff should be about 3.35eB .BiTaO3 . In Bi12xLaxSrMn2O6 , the lone-pair character
of Bi31 may be dominant. Therefore, the volume of However, eeff of BiSrMn2O6.02 is 3.93eB between 490 and

820 K. Therefore, it may be assumed that some of the MnBi12xLaxSrMn2O6 decreases with increasing contents of
La31. When Bi is substituted by La, the distortion which ions are at low-spin state and some of Mn ions are at high-

spin state in BiSrMn2O6.02 . Above 820 K, eeff increases tois caused by the lone-pair character of Bi31 decreases.
Therefore, only the a axis decreases and the b axis does 4.6eB . The value is near the eeff when the Mn ions are

half Mn31 and half Mn41. At high temperature, the low-not change when Bi is substituted by La.
There are two transition points in the plot of 1/XM–T spin state may be excited to high-spin state and cause the

transition at 820 K.for BiSrMn2O6 , which is shown in Fig. 2. In an early experi-
ment, it was found that Mn41–O–Mn41 exchange coupling The substitution of Ca for Sr makes resistivity decrease.

The resistivities at room temperature are shown in Fig. 3.is antiferromagnetic while that of Mn41–O–Mn31 is
strongly ferromagnetic (2). In this compound, the valence Figure 4 shows the plot of ln r vs 1/T for BiSrMn2O6 and

BiSr0.5Ca0.5Mn2O6 . There are also two transition points inof Mn is between 13 and 14. It is also ferromagnetic
below 490 K. The long-range ferromagnetic order vanishes the plot of ln r vs 1/T for BiSrMn2O6 . The values of two

transition points, 490 and 820 K, are the same as that ofabove 490 K. The compound shows Curi–Weiss behavior
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FIG. 5. Plot of DTA and TG thermal analysis for BiSrMn2O6 .

According to this model, the 3d energy band may be sepa-
rated into two sub-bands below Curie temperature and
cause ferromagnetic order. Above Curie temperature, the
ferromagnetic order vanishes and the 3d energy band

FIG. 3. Resistivities versus x for (d) BiSr12xCaxMn2O61x and (*) changes. This makes the activation energy change. There-
Bi12xLaxSrMn2O6 . fore, the activation energy changes when the spontaneous

magnetization vanishes above Curie temperature.
The semiconductor–metal transition appears at 820 K.

the two points in the plot of 1/XM–T. There is not an At the same temperature, a magnetic transition occurs,
obvious change of structure and oxygen contents near 490 which may be caused by the excitation from t 4

2ge0
b to

and 820 K. Figure 5 shows the DTA and TG thermal analy- t 3
2ge1

g . The excitation from low-spin to high-spin makes the
sis results. Therefore, there may be some relation between energy band change and also makes the semiconductor
magnetic properties and electron transport. change to metal. This is like the transition in LaCoO3 (18).

Electrons transport through the Mn–O nets in this com- Just like in BiSrMn2O6 , there are also two transition
pound (7). The 3d electrons of Mn play a key role in the points in the plot of ln r vs 1/T for BiSr0.5Ca0.5Mn2O6 . The
transport. They are also important to form the long-range first point appears at 510 K, which is a little higher than
ferromagnetic order. The band model may be also used the transition temperature of BiSrMn2O6 . The activation
to account for the ferromagnetism of this compound (17). energy is 0.18 eV below 500 K. It decreases to 0.058 eV

between 510 and 990 K. There is also a semiconductor–
metal transition at 990 K for BiSr0.5Ca0.5Mn2O6 . The transi-
tion temperature increases with the contents of Ca. How-
ever, the activation energy decreases when Sr is substituted
by Ca.

The substitution of La for Bi makes resistivity decrease
too. The plot of ln r vs 1/T for Bi0.5La0.5SrMn2O6 is also
shown in Fig. 4. There are also two transition points in the
plot. Just like in BiSrMn2O6 , the first point appears at
500 K. The activation energy is 0.16 eV below 500 K. It
decreases to 0.046 eV between 500 and 760 K. The second
transition point is not clear. It appears around 760 K.
Above 760 K, the activation energy, 0.01 eV, is very low.
However, unlike BiSrMn2O6 , the compound still does not
change to metal. This may be due to the change of energy
band made by the substitution of La for Bi.

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that both the substitution of
Ca for Sr and of La for Bi makes the activation energy
decrease. However, the effect of substitution of La for Bi
on the activation energy is more pronounced than that of
the substitution of Ca for Sr. Therefore, the effect of theFIG. 4. Resistivities versus temperature for (r) BiSrMn2O6 , (d)

BiSr0.5Ca0.5Mn2O6 , and (*) Bi0.5La0.5SrMn2O6 . substitution of La for Bi on the energy band is more pro-
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nounced than that of the substitution of Ca for Sr. The contents increase, magnetoresistance ratios also increase.
A great magnetoresistance effect was observed in the sys-substitution of La for Bi even makes the metal–

semiconductor transition disappear. The metal– tem La12xAxMnO3 (8–13), where A is a divalent metal
such as Ca, Sr, or Ba. The hole doping leads to a mixedsemiconductor transition can be affected by electron densi-

ties (19). For example, in the system Can21TinO3n112d , valence of Mn41 and Mn31, which plays a key role in elec-
tronic transportation and ferromagnetism. Compared totransition temperatures are depressed with increasing d

(20). However, in the system BiSr12xCaxMn2O6 , there is La12xAxMnO3 , a mixed valence of Mn41 and Mn31 also
exists in BiSrMn2O6 , and it is ferromagnetic. However, anot obvious change of electron densities because Ca has

the same valence with Sr. The major difference from Ca GMR effect is not observed on BiSrMn2O6 . The GMR
effect occurs just when Bi is partly substituted by La. La31to Sr is that ionic radius of Ca21 (0.100 nm) is smaller than

that of Sr21 (0.118 nm) (15). When Sr is substituted by and Bi31 have the same valence. The substitution of La
for Bi makes the unit cell parameters decrease. However,Ca, unit cell parameters decrease. This can change the

coordination state of Mn ions, which affects the excitation the substitution of Ca for Sr also makes the unit cell param-
eters decrease and the GMR effect is not observed in thefrom t 4

2ge0
g to t 3

2ge1
g . As it has been stated, the excitation

from t 4
2ge0

g to t 3
2ge1

g leads to the semiconductor–metal transi- BiSr12xCaxMn2O6 system. Therefore, a decrease in unit
cell parameters does not lead to a GMR effect when Bi istion in the system BiSr12xCaxMn2O6 . Therefore, the tem-

perature of the metal–semiconductor transition increases partly substituted by La. The remaining major different
from La to Bi is that the electronegativity of La(1.08) iswhen Sr is substituted by Ca.

A negative magnetoresistivity effect is observed for the smaller than that of Bi(1.67) (21). The external layer elec-
tron numbers of Bi31 do not reach the saturated 18 electronpellet of Bi12xLaxSrMn2O6 . The magnetoresistance was

examined at room temperature with an applied field of shell. Bi31 has a stronger attraction to electrons than La31

which has a 18 electron shell. This can affect energy bandup to 1.5 T. The magnetoresistance ratios, DRH/R0 , were
estimated using and electron transportation. When Bi is partly substituted

by La, the electronic state of lattice is changed to an ap-
propriate situation and leads to occurrence of GMRDRH/R0 5 (RH 2 R0)/R0 .
effect. This makes the magnetoresistance ratio increases
with increasing La contents. Because of the effect of grainR0 is the resistivity without magnetic field on the samples.

RH is the resistivity of samples in magnetic field. DRH 5 boundary, the MR effect of bulk is much smaller than that
of film.RH 2 R0 .

Figure 6 shows the magnetoresistance ratios versus ap-
plied magnetic field. The magnetoresistance ratio increases ACKNOWLEDGMENT
with H, and it is still not saturated at 15 G. When La
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